
WRINKLE REMOVAL MACHINE
7D HIFU TECHNOLOGY 



H I F U  &  V a g i n a l  t i g h t e n i n g  s y s t e m

7D technology has a smaller focus point than other. With more accurately transmits high-energy focused ultrasound energy at 
65~75°C to the target skin tissue layer, which results in a hot coagulation effect without harming surrounding tissues. While 
stimulating the proliferation of collagen and elastic fibers, it greatly improves the comfort and give you a perfect face with the skin 
firm, and face tightening

How Does the 7d hifu fat removal machine？
Introduction
High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU) directly delivers heat energy to skin and subcutaneous tissue that can stimulate and 
renew the skin's collagen and thus consequently improving the texture and reducing sagging of the skin. It literally achieves the 
results of a facelift or a body lifts without any invasive surgery or injections, moreover, an added bonus of this procedure is that 
there is no downtime. 

How HIFU Skin Tightening works?
Introduction
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HIFU(High Intensity Focused Ultrasound)
is delivered into the deep skin fractionally  

Cause thermal coagulation to SMAS
(Superficial Muscular Aponeurotic System), 
fascia,deep dermis and subcutaneous
fibrous tissue.

By wound healing, skin tightening and
rejuvenation happens gradually with time 
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Macro focused transducers with a larger density and deeper penetration of the 
technology target the body’s subcutaneous layers at 3 different depths to slim 
contours and remove stubborn fat.Multiple cartridges are customized for shallow 
layers of the face and sagging skin, collagen renewal, and wrinkle reduction. 

Tighten & Contouring body

Macro-focused cartridges at 6.0mm , 9.0mm , and 
13.0mm directly transfer an equal distribution of 
ultrasound energy into the subcutaneous tissue of 
multiple body areas , inducing contractions as well as 
naturally disposing of stubborn fat cells for contouring 
purposes

Seven kinds of Depth 
treatment probe

Skin tightening Body contouring The entire face, neck, 

Face lifting

Whole body
Treatment:
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Four multi-depth cartridges directly transfer ultrasound energy into multiple layers of the face to trigger collagen renewal 
for a tighter , younger complexion . The 2.0 mm cartridge can also treat both narrow and sensitive contours with a 
slimmer transducer and faster shot speed

Lift & Tighten01
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Lasting And More Effective

Real picture show



7d hifu technology wrinkle removal machine
face liftin+skin tightening+body contouring

System Specification

▲

7D
7d hifu technology wrinkle 
Removal machine
220V 50HZ
150W
2-7MHz
1.0mm 2.0mm 3.0mm,4.5mm
6.0mm,9.0mm,13mm
white

Model
Product name

input power
Output powe
Frequency
Lift & Tighten
Tighten & Contouring body

Machine colour


